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Abstract
Schedules for satellite missions consist of thousands, if not millions, of interconnected activities executing many

times across days, months, and years to fulfill mission objectives. The complexity of a schedule can make it difficult
for Ground Station Operators (GSO) to understand the relationship between activities as part of a complete mission,
especially when schedules have been created by means of an autonomous decision making algorithm. Text-based
explanations are helpful in establishing the reasoning behind decisions suggested by algorithms and their impact
on the overall execution plan.

A Knowledge Graph (KG) can provide the underlying data structure to record what has happened and what is
scheduled, as well as the interconnected elements that are impacted by the scheduled activities. The relationship
between satellite components, environmental conditions, operational constraints, and mission objectives is com-
plex and highly dimensional, which is not easy for a single operator to manage concurrently. A system that can
gather information from a KG, and infer the information stored within, can assist human operators in building a
deeper understanding of the relationships of automatically scheduled decisions. A natural language query interface
to the KG is the simplest way for a human to interface and extract knowledge. Additionally, manual access to the
KG can be provided alongside textual answers, enabling exploration of schedule branches to understand what else
can change throughout the mission’s execution. This improves the robustness of a system’s responses to queries and
allows for greater flexibility.

An overview is therefore examined of how KG and Natural Language Processing (NLP) technologies can be used
to facilitate eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) in satellite scheduling. Namely, how to model the schedule and
environment information to be stored in the graph and how to reason over such information by interpreting user
queries in natural language. An example is presented demonstrating the capabilities of flexible query interpretation
on an Earth Observation (EO) satellite scheduling problem. Finally, the capabilities of KG and NLP technologies
to provide more explainable insights into satellite scheduling tasks are discussed in the frame of future possible
developments.

1 Introduction

Satellite scheduling is a complex problem due to the
vast number of variables involved, such as communi-
cation bandwidth [1], power consumption [2], data ac-
quisition [3], and mission priorities [4]. These schedules
were traditionally created using rule-based approaches
with the need for manual intervention and therefore
may not be suitable for modern satellite constellations
that require dynamic and adaptive scheduling to han-
dle diverse missions and changing environmental con-
ditions.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques for satellite
scheduling have been introduced to improve schedul-
ing efficiency and optimization for mission operations
by means of embedding adaptability capabilities, and
responsiveness to changing conditions. A review of AI
techniques for the next generation of Low Earth Or-
bit (LEO) satellite networks was conducted. The re-
searchers outlined the fundamentals and unique fea-

tures of massive satellite networks and presented state-
of-the-art AI techniques for channel forecasting, spec-
trum sensing, signal detection, inter-satellite and access
network optimization, and network security. They also
discussed future paradigms for AI implementation in
next-generation massive satellite networks for fully au-
tonomous and robust systems [5].

Another example of recent developments of au-
tonomous on-board decision-making algorithms is
Project for On-Board Autonomy (PROBA) [6]. Opera-
tional case studies were presented to demonstrate the
applicability of the PROBA framework, which combined
AI-based techniques, spacecraft flight data information,
and discipline models to address spacecraft anomaly
root cause analysis, spacecraft prediction behaviour,
and discipline model refinement[7].

Techniques such as Genetic Algorithms (GA) [8], Hy-
brid Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (HDPSO)
[9], and Reinforcement Learning (RL)[10] have shown
promising results in improving satellite scheduling ef-
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ficiency and flexibility.

XAI has emerged as a key research area to address
the transparency and interpretability challenges of AI
systems. As AI models become increasingly complex,
their decision-making processes can become opaque
and difficult to interpret, raising concerns about trust
and accountability in high-stakes applications such as
healthcare [11], finance [12], autonomous vehicles [13]
and satellite operations [14].

There are several explanation methods developed
in recent years. Sensitivity Analysis (SA) which ex-
plains the prediction of a model locally evaluated gradi-
ent, layer-wise Relevance Propagation (LRP) which de-
composes the decisions of classifiers [15], Local Inter-
pretable Model-agnostic Explanations (LIME) where lo-
cal surrogate interpretable models are created around
specific instances to approximate the behavior of the
complex AI model[16], and SHapley Additive exPla-
nations (SHAP), a method that based on game the-
ory and computes the contribution of each feature
to a prediction by considering all possible feature
combinations[17]. XAI approaches provide insights into
the factors influencing AI predictions, enabling users to
gain confidence in the system’s reliability and make in-
formed decisions.

With regard to satellite scheduling, XAI is deemed
important, as scheduling errors can have implications
for communication, weather monitoring, disaster re-
sponse, and various other applications. Additionally,
where there are no errors, explanations may be required
for reasons behind the processes occurring on-board.

Moreover, to effectively communicate the explana-
tions to end-users, various communication techniques
are being explored. These range from visualizations
through the means of charts [18], textual explanations
[19], and KGs [20].

KGs are structured representations of information
that use graph-based models to capture and organize
data. They consist of nodes (entities) representing real-
world objects and edges (relationships) connecting the
entities of interest, representing the associations be-
tween them, along with any applicable attributes [21,
22, 23].

The versatility in the application of Knowledge
Graphs (KGs) has been shown in various industries to
enhance existing AI systems and decision-making pro-
cesses. In healthcare, KGs are used to model patient
data facilitating the understanding of drug interactions,
clinical notes, and prescriptions. Additionally, they also
assist in identifying misinformation in clinical settings
[24]. In digital marketing, such as touristic services,

the utilization of KGs was applied to online marketing
and sales strategy solutions [25]. KGs are used within
the NLP domain by providing structured knowledge
and context for language understanding, question an-
swering, Recommender System (RS), and text summa-
rization [22]. In additive manufacturing, KGs also en-
hances automated and autonomous construction and
improvements of manufacturing design rules [26]. For
power grid management KGs have been tasked with
presenting massive amounts of data from a wide array
of sources to enable day-ahead scheduling optimiza-
tion, supporting the use of autonomous systems [27].

NLP has recently gone through a major develop-
ment with the introduction of Large Language Mod-
els (LLMs), which contain significantly more words and
phrases to create more accurate and complex responses
[28]. The capability of LLMs has proved to be able
to complete complicated reasoning, effectively adding
an additional method for XAI, in a study exploring the
’least-to-most’ prompting technique, that breaks down
queries into a series of smaller component problems.
By doing so the Large Language Model (LLM) is able
to become increasingly accurate in its responses as the
number of steps was increased, outperforming other
methods, such as ’chain-of-thought’ [29]. In another
study, LLMs were examined for their performance in
reasoning based on zero-shot learning (where no prior
prompting is conducted). By adding a simple instruc-
tive phrase to the answer (’Let’s think step by step’)
the researchers were able to produce results that were
more accurate than standard zero-shot, or even few-
shot, methods. This underlined the importance of how
prompts are structured as even slight alterations can
lead to vastly different results [30].

In the application of satellite resources, nodes within
a KG may be used to represent individual satellites with
their respective edges representing their orbits, and
their capabilities. However, pertaining to ground sta-
tions, nodes may represent each ground station with
edges representing their locations, communication ca-
pabilities, and capacities. With respect to task require-
ments, allocations, and constraints; nodes may also
represent the respective tasks, with edges representing
their requirements, dependencies, constraints such as
temporal, and spatial, as well as priorities and execu-
tion times. Overall, KGs can store historical scheduling
data, allowing for trend analysis and learning from past
schedules.

Integrating knowledge graphs into satellite schedul-
ing AI systems allows for the incorporation of domain-
specific knowledge and context, providing a more com-
prehensive view of scheduling decisions. By leverag-
ing the power of knowledge graphs, AI models can be
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equipped with the ability to explain their reasoning,
ensuring that GSO can understand and validate the
scheduling outcomes. This transparency is crucial in
ensuring the reliability and safety of satellite operations,
where even subtle errors can have significant conse-
quences.

Examples of questions that a KGs model, designed to
support satellite scheduling on board of an EO mission,
can answer are:

• How many times is location X accessible?

• When is land visible during time range X-Y ?

• What are the environmental conditions during
time T?

• Show all instances of ground stations being visible
during week W and the scheduled actions.

• Which actions are scheduled when current capac-
ity is above A Mb?

• What happened between times X and Y ?

With the support of LLMs, the following questions
can also be answered.

• Can action A replace B at time T?

• Where can action A replace action B?

This paper provides a novel approach to how KGs
with LLMs may be used to contribute to the develop-
ment of XAI for satellite scheduling for task execution.

Following this introduction, Section 2 briefly intro-
duces the satellite scheduling problem, then considers
how KGs and LLMs may be used. Section 3 outlines the
definition of the schema and how NLPs techniques can
be used in conjunction with KGs. The results produced
for a specific case study are shown and discussed in Sec-
tion 4 followed by the conclusion of this paper in Sec-
tion 5.

2 Background and Previous Work

2.1 Satellite Scheduling Problem

A satellite schedule was previously created using Google
OR-Tools Constraint Programming (CP) solver [31]. The
problem has been defined with three actions to be
scheduled at any time: image taking, image processing,
and data downlinking while idle when no other actions
can occur. These actions were scheduled by means of
a CP solver considering onboard memory and environ-
mental conditions as constraints for the problem. This
means the use of memory for action execution, must
not exceed the maximum onboard memory, images can

only take pictures when in sunlight and have a visibil-
ity of land, and downlinking can only be executed when
there is communication access to a ground station with
no overlapping of actions as there can only be 1 action
scheduled for each time interval.

2.2 Knowledge Graph Construction and Tools

To the author’s knowledge, there are currently limited
research findings exploring the use of KGs for satellite
scheduling. As a result, this background will cover the
application of KGs for other scheduling problems and
consider how these principles can be applied to satellite
scheduling.

As outlined in the introduction, KGs are graph-based
models for representing connected data. The graphs are
typically constructed using three types of elements: En-
tity, Relation and Attribute - These are connected by as-
sociations called edges that define how the nodes are
joined (e.g. ownership, usage, access, etc). There are no
functional limitations on how many nodes of any type
may exist, nor on the number of connections they may
have, so are well-suited to display the relational infor-
mation of data sets and can scale to accommodate very
large numbers of data points [32]. These principles are
followed in this paper for the construction of KGs.

Though KGs have only grown in popularity relatively
recently, several tools facilitating the creation of KGs are
available to researchers and developers. Considering
the comparative analysis conducted in recent studies,
the requirements of a KG construction tool in the paper
as are follows:

• Compatible with Python

• High scalability

• Built-in visualisation engine

• Easy to adopt and use

• Ideally Open-Source

Vaticle TypeDB tool, has been selected as the pre-
ferred choice as it meets all of the requirements, includ-
ing being open-source [33, 34].

2.3 Knowledge Graphs for Scheduling

A recent survey was conducted to review the domain-
specific uses for KGs. The domains assessed were broad,
including education, healthcare, cyber-security, various
engineering disciplines, and finance - however, the sur-
vey found that only the education sector was currently
making use of KGs, by assisting with resource planning
and allocation [35]. While using KGs to help improve
scheduling may not be considered the key use-case in
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some domains, the author believes this study is a symp-
tom of the lack of published research exploring the po-
tential for KGs in scheduling problems. In spite of this,
there have been several recent examples of how KGs can
solve scheduling issues as examined below.

As much of the digital world has become procedural,
the ability to automatically maintain and deliver has be-
come not just valuable but necessary. A recent study
has shown the capability that KGs can enable, by creat-
ing a system that autonomously manages the schedul-
ing of tasks for a computing power network based on
KGs presenting the architecture of the network. Their
self-coded method completed the activities of knowl-
edge extraction, representation and graph construction,
building a graph around the identified entities with as-
sociated relationships and attributes. Their approach
was also theorised to become increasingly efficient and
effective through reinforcement learning, which will
continue to adapt as the system goes and is exposed to
more scenarios [36]. This principle aligns with the crit-
ical issue that satellites have in managing the limited
power and memory on-board and could assist with the
efficient management of resources, improving the effec-
tiveness and lifetime of the satellite.

One of the barriers organisations and industries have
to adopting AI systems is the disparate and unstruc-
tured nature of data. A study on train maintenance ex-
plored this very issue, which they overcame by utilising
a knowledge collection pipeline that then presented the
information in a KG. Though the scheduling of main-
tenance would still need to be performed manually, the
KG allowed access to previously obscured data enabling
more informed decisions and reducing the time for de-
tecting areas of concern [37]. Unstructured or legacy
data is unlikely to be a problem on-board a satellite,
however, the ground station operators may be work-
ing with aged or sub-optimal systems that could greatly
benefit from a clearer understanding of the data on the
ground to better inform their decisions prior to, and
during, a satellites mission.

In the situation where an organisation has many large
data sets stored in disassociated environments, an in-
vestigation was performed to prove how KGs can be
used to combine these sources into a single, referable
presentation. Considering the problem of knowledge
being held across multiple sources the researchers de-
veloped an end-to-end process for constructing KGs, as
shown in Figure 1, which focused on the primary prin-
ciples of KGs as well as completing disambiguation and
merging of similar or identical data. A Neural Network
(NN) was implemented, due to the high-performance
capability and to handle the massive amounts of data
collected, aiding the development of the KG, which re-

sulted in the ability to create and manage KGs in real-
time. This minimises any delay in responding to new
data being added or updated across the environment,
allowing operational teams to make informed decisions
instantaneously [38]. The capability to gather useful in-
formation into a KG in real-time from a wide variety of
sources has considerable potential for adoption in satel-
lite scheduling, as events such as debris detection or
instrument failure require immediate responses - how-
ever, it must be noted that the computing resource re-
quired to run a NN may exceed on-board capacity.

2.4 Language Modelling

NLP has become a critical part of developing au-
tonomous systems to allow for interaction between
the system and users. Language Models (LMs) have
been developed to utilise NLP technology and facili-
tate more human-like responses to language-based re-
sponses, which has been expanded further with the in-
troduction of LLMs that have been trained on an even
greater variety of words and phrases leading to ev-
ermore capable responses and reasoning capabilities.
This improved capability enables increasingly complex
interactions that can be highly technical and evidence-
based. One of the emergent leaders in LLMs is Ope-
nAI’s ChatGPT, which has proven to be highly proficient
at knowledge-intensive interactions [39]. Because of
these capabilities, ChatGPT (specifically GPT3.5) will be
used in this paper for the generation of explanatory re-
sponses to questions asked over the KG system.

3 Method

Utilizing the satellite scheduling problem stated in
section 2.1, in combination with Vaticle TypeDB and
GPT3.5, the chosen LLM, this section explains how the
schema for the KG was defined. This is followed by
the presentation of how the graph database can be
populated with the data, as well as how the data can
be accessed and retrieved from the KG. Lastly, how
GPT3.5 can be used to retrieve data from the Knowledge
Graph, interpret user queries, and generate correspond-
ing explanations, is presented. Figure 2 represents an
overview of the approach taken.

3.1 Defining the Schema

The schema for the KG was defined using the actions
and constraints from the satellite scheduling problem
defined in Section 2, as entities, combined with their re-
spective attributes and relations. The list below is a rep-
resentation of how the entities were defined, together
with their attributes:
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Figure 1: End-to-end process for constructing a KG including the iterative steps of knowledge extraction [38].

Figure 2: The use of NLP with the generation of KGs and
extraction of data.

• Image - represents the ’Image taking’ action, con-
tains ’im_size’ which represents the size of the im-
age; ’im_in_memory’ contains the number of im-
ages in memory that have not been downlinked;
and ’im_total_taken’ that represents the total im-
ages taken up to time t.

• Processed - contains ’pr_size’ that represents how
much memory is used for each processed action;
’pr_in_memory’ representing how many processed
images are in memory at the specified time t; and
’total_processed’ is the total processed images in
memory up to that point in time t.

• Downlink - contains ’dl_size’ representing the
memory released following each executed action;
and ’total_sent’ that means the total images trans-
mitted up to that point in time t.

• Idle - created when no other action occurs, con-
taining ’total_idle’ which represents the total idle
instances up to time t.

Each of these actions (entities) has the ’contents’ rela-

tion that links to the entity ’memory_unit’.

• Memory_unit - contains two attributes ’maxi-
mum_capacity’ which has a fixed value based
on the definition of the constraints and ’cur-
rent_capacity that represents the current memory
occupied at time t.

Additional defined entities are

• Action - Represents the action scheduled and the
time of execution. This contains 3 attributes;
’name’ of the action, ’memory_requirements’ that
aligns with the memory consumed (or released)
by the executed action, and ’a_timestamp’ to rep-
resent when the actions are scheduled to be exe-
cuted.

• Satellite - The main entity, containing an ID num-
ber that is traceable with respect to time, is con-
nected to all the other entities through their re-
spective relations:

– installation - A relation connected to the
’memory_unit’ and ’Satellite’.

– schedule - A relation connected to both the
’action’ and ’Satellite’ entities, additionally
has it’s own ’start’ and ’end’ attributes.

– localisation - a relation connected to both
the ’environment’ and ’Satellite’ entities, also
linked to the ’start’ and ’end’ attributes stated
for ’schedule’.

• Environment - this entity, as previously stated,
is connected to the ’localization’ relation as well
as the ’station_access’ relation. It also contains
the ’land_visibility’ status attribute,’daylight’ sta-
tus attribute, and the ’latitude’, and ’longitude’ at-
tributes.
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• Ground_station - this entity is required for deter-
mining if there is ’access’ to the ground_station
while is also linked to ’ID’, ’latitude’, and ’longi-
tude’ attributes and also connected to the ’sta-
tion_access’ relation with ’environment’.

Figure 3, contains a representation of the KG schema
in TypeDB studio that was created for the satellite
scheduling problem with the entities shown as pink
squares, attributes as blue ovals, and relations as orange
diamonds.

Following the definition of the schema, the satel-
lite data, representing a schedule instance for the EO
problem solved in Section 2.1, were migrated into the
database to complete the creation of the knowledge
base used for information retrieval to generate explana-
tions.

3.2 Prompting the Large Language Model

LLMs have a duplex application in the methods here
proposed as described in Figure 2

• Interpret user queries and retrieve information
from the KG: LLMs are used to automatically trans-
late the user query into the graph query language

• Generate response and explanation: LLMs are used
to generate a summary of the response with corre-
sponding explanation from the relevant informa-
tion extracted from the KG and the corresponding
user query

GPT 3.5-turbo-16k was the chosen LLM, to allow
for sufficent token generation, and the few-shot learn-
ing principle was chosen as the prompting strategy for
both applications. Connecting with OpenAI, the hyper-
parameters used for the LLM are reported in Table
1. These parameters were used when prompting the
model in both applications.

Table 1: hyper-parameters used for GPT 3.5

hyper-parameters Values
temperature 1.5
max_tokens 13000

top 1
frequency_penalty 0
presence_penalty 0

3.2.1 User Query Translation

To ensure the user query is understood, prompts were
used to guide the LLM to generate an appropriate algo-
rithm for the problem. The prompt used is as follows:

• This is a template code using TypeDB to extract and
get all data from a dataset created for a schedule to
create a knowledge graph.

• If there is a question asking for an explanation, only
create an algorithm for the Knowledge Graph.

• This template is fixed and only the variable defi-
nition and the ’get’ statement can be amended but
must maintain the same variable labels.

• All variables pertaining to the questions should be
defined at the beginning, after the "match" clause:

– For example. What would happen if time was
26 seconds? Time would be written like this
2020-12-03T00:00:26;

– Using the same year-month-day and time for-
mat.

– Note: $st should only be used if the question
specifies it, otherwise it should be removed.
Additionally, if there are any questions with
a range of variables (you should use the start
time ($st)), the same variable should be used
and written like this: $st >= a; $st <= b;

• Also if there is a question stating how many times
is it possible for ’a’, the "count" statement should be
written after the "get" statement for example, how
many times is ground station accessible?

– $g isa ground_station, has access $ac; get $ac;
count;

• Additionally when asked about MB, multiply by
1000000

• Create a knowledge graph based on the question
and the code template provided.

In addition to the prompts stated, example algo-
rithms are provided as shown in Table 2. Following this,
the KGs developed are retrieved.

3.2.2 Response and Explanation generation

Following the retrieval of the data from the KGs cre-
ated, the constraints were provided as prompts in tan-
dem with the output.

• This is a problem for a satellite schedule. That has
several constraints for executing actions on a satel-
lite.

• There are 4 actions:

– 1. Image taking, can only occur when there
is enough available memory onboard, when
land is visible, and when there is sunlight ex-
posure.
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Figure 3: KG representing an overview of the satellite scheduling problem in TypeDB Studio.

– 2. Processing, can only happen when there is
enough available memory and when there are
unprocessed images in memory.

– 3. Downlinking can only happen when there is
access to a ground station and there is at least
1 processed image in memory.

– 4. Idle, only occurs when no other action can
take place.

• Only 1 action can be executed at each start time.

• Each action only lasts for 1 time interval.

• Maximum memory cannot be exceeded at any point
in time which is 1920000.

After this prompt, the query is provided followed by
a list of responses retrieved from the generated KG to
create an explanation to the user.

4 Results and Discussion

Once the generation of the KG database using the
schema and data migration is completed, the verifi-
cation and validation of the KGs were executed using
three questions aligned with the ones stated in section
1. Namely:

• What actions are possible between time 41 and 56
and why?

• what actions are scheduled when current capacity
is above 1.5805 Mb within times 16 seconds and 36

seconds and explain why?

• During time 51, is downlinking possible? If not, I
need an explanation.

Following these questions, the LLM, with prompts, was
used to guide the generation of the necessary database
queries, retrieve the response, and generate the corre-
sponding explanation, as presented in Section 3.

4.1 Queries Translation

Using the 3 queries of interest, Table 3 reports the results
of the LLM when prompted as explained in Section 3.2.
The tables include the natural language queries and the
executable graph queries for TypeDB generated by the
LLM. Due to the closed loop cycle of code regeneration,
the proposed attempt with few shot learning using only
2 coded examples, required 4-8 attempts before creat-
ing an executable code based on the query. This may be
improved by altering the hyper-parameters and includ-
ing more prompts and example questions with their re-
spective code. For example the generated algorithm for
question 1 retrieves data containing the name of the
action ’$n’, the action execution time stamp ’$at’, the
scheduled action for retrieving memory ’$ret’, ground
station access ’$ac’, daylight conditions ’$d’, the sched-
ule relation ’$t’ (to help visualize the connected compo-
nents in the graph, the installation relation ’$l’, the con-
tents relation ’$pt’, the memory’s current capacity ’$cc’,
and land visibility ’$lv’. This means the LLM deduced
the attributes and relations required to generate a graph
that can be represented in TypeDB studio. It should be
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Table 2: Few-shot data sample used for GPT 3.5

Sample Questions Sample Answers

What would happen if time was 26 seconds?

match $st = 2020-12-03T00:00:26;
$a isa action, has name $n, has a_timestamp $at;
$ret isa $ret-type;
{$n contains ’processed’; $x isa processed, has $ret; $ret-type type pr_in_memory;} or
{$n contains ’image’; $x isa image, has $ret; $ret-type type im_in_memory; } or
{$n contains ’downlink’; $x isa downlinked, has $ret; $ret-type type total_sent;};
$pt($x,$mem) isa contents;
$g isa ground_station, has access $ac, has $id;
$env isa environment, has land_visibility $lv, has daylight $d, has latitude $lat,
has longitude $lon; $sat isa satellite;
$mem isa memory_unit, has current_capacity $cc, has $id, has max_capacity $max;
$t($a,$sat) isa schedule;
$l($mem,$sat) isa installation;
$sa($g,$env) isa station_access;
$loc($sat,$env) isa localisation, has start $st, has end $en;
get $n, $at, $ret, $pt, $ac, $lv, $d, $lat, $lon, $l, $sa, $t, $loc, $id, $mem, $g, $cc,
$max, $st, $en;

What would happen if ID was 7?

match $id = 7;
$a isa action, has name $n, has a_timestamp $at;
$ret isa $ret-type;
{$n contains ’processed’; $x isa processed, has $ret; $ret-type type pr_in_memory;} or
{$n contains ’image’; $x isa image, has $ret; $ret-type type im_in_memory; } or
{$n contains ’downlink’; $x isa downlinked, has $ret; $ret-type type total_sent;};
$pt($x,$mem) isa contents;
$g isa ground_station, has access $ac, has $id;
$env isa environment, has land_visibility $lv, has daylight $d, has latitude $lat,
has longitude $lon; $sat isa satellite;
$mem isa memory_unit, has current_capacity $cc, has $id, has max_capacity $max;
$t($a,$sat) isa schedule;
$l($mem,$sat) isa installation;
$sa($g,$env) isa station_access;
$loc($sat,$env) isa localisation, has start $st, has end $en;
get $n, $at, $ret, $pt, $ac, $lv, $d, $lat, $lon, $l, $sa, $t, $loc, $id, $mem, $g, $cc,
$max, $st, $en;

noted that the coordinates were not extracted.

Similarly, looking at the generated algorithm for
question 2, the LLM again understood the time range to
select between, as well as accurately converted the units
with the memory’s capacity to be above 1.5805MB. This
implies the prompts were understood, including the re-
quest to retrieve the names of the actions, the respec-
tive relations and entities. Likewise, for question 3, the
algorithm was successfully created, while calling the rel-
evant fields to generate the data.

On the success of a code generation, the results of
the graph queries are then stored to be used in the next
stage of explanation generation.

4.2 KG data visualisation

In the following figures, the reported data stored in the
KG for the three queries were retrieved. Namely, Figure
4 provides a view of the data for the first query, showing
all the connected components in the KG, for the time

range 41-56 seconds. In this case, only the processed ac-
tion is scheduled as the time interval is every 5 seconds
based on the definition of the satellite scheduling prob-
lem in Section 2.1.

Figure 5 shows the KG generated representing the
actions scheduled and additional factors such as how
many processed images are in memory, the day light
conditions, the scheduled times for action execution
and the respective contents relation when the onboard
memory status is greater than 1.58Mb. as a represen-
tation of the information to be retrieved by the second
query.

Lastly, Figure 6, is a visualization of the satellite
schedule data stored in the KG when time is 51 sec-
onds, with the environmental conditions required for
the inquired action. In this case, as stated in Section 2.1,
downlinking requires ground station access but based
on the question as to ’Why’, the other factors, such as
day and land visibility, were requested by the LLM to
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Table 3: Queries and generated code

Question Generated code

1
What actions are possible
between time 41 and
56 and why?

match $st >= 2020-12-03T00:00:41; # Start time is 41 seconds
$st <= 2020-12-03T00:00:56; # End time is 56 seconds
$a isa action, has name $n, has a_timestamp $at;
$ret isa $ret-type; {$n contains ’processed’;
$x isa processed, has $ret; $ret-type
type pr_in_memory;} or {$n contains ’image’;
$x isa image, has $ret; $ret-type type im_in_memory; } or
{$n contains ’downlink’; $x isa downlinked, has $ret; $ret-type
type total_sent;}; $pt($x,$mem) isa contents;
$g isa ground_station, has access $ac, has $id;
$env isa environment, has land_visibility $lv,
has daylight $d; $sat isa
satellite; $mem isa memory_unit, has current_capacity $cc,
has $id, has max_capacity $max; $t($a,$sat) isa schedule;
$l($mem,$sat) isa installation; $sa($g,$env) isa station_access;
$loc($sat,$env) isa localisation, has start $st, has end $en;
get $n, $at, $ret, $ac, $d, $t, $l, $pt, $cc, $lv;

2

What actions are
scheduled when current
capacity is above 1.5805Mb
within times 16 seconds
and 36 seconds and explain
why?

match $mem isa memory_unit, has current_capacity $cc;
$a isa action, has name$n, has a_timestamp $at;
$ret isa $ret-type; {$n contains ’processed’;
$x isa processed, has $ret; $ret-type
type pr_in_memory;} or {$n contains ’image’;
$x isa image, has $ret; $ret-type type im_in_memory; } or
{$n contains ’downlink’; $x isa downlinked, has $ret; $ret-type
type total_sent;};
$pt($x, $mem) isa contents; $g isa ground_station, has access $ac;
$env isa environment, has daylight $d;
$t($a, $sat) isa schedule; $l($mem, $sat) isa installation;
$sa($g, $env) isa station_access;
$cc > 1580500; $at >= 2020-12-03T00:00:16;
$at <= 2020-12-03T00:00:36;
get $n, $at, $ret, $pt, $ac, $d, $cc, $a;

3

During time 51,
is downlinking possible.
If not, I need an
explanation.

match $st = 2020-12-03T00:00:51;
$a isa action, has name $n, has a_timestamp $at;
$ret isa $ret-type;
{$n contains ’processed’; $x isa processed, has $ret;
$ret-type type pr_in_memory;} or
{$n contains ’image’; $x isa image, has $ret; $ret-type
type im_in_memory; } or
{$n contains ’downlink’; $x isa downlinked,
has $ret; $ret-type type total_sent;};
$pt($x,$mem) isa contents;
$g isa ground_station, has access $ac, has $id;
$env isa environment, has land_visibility $lv, has daylight $d,
has latitude $lat, has longitude $lon; $sat isa satellite;
$mem isa memory_unit, has current_capacity $cc, has $id,
has max_capacity $max; $t($a,$sat) isa schedule;
$l($mem,$sat) isa installation; $sa($g,$env) isa station_access;
$loc($sat,$env) isa localisation, has start $st,
has end $en; get $n, $ac, $lv, $d, $loc, $id, $g;
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Figure 4: KG results representing the data between times 41 and 56 seconds created by the LLM from Question 1.

Figure 5: KG results representing the response for question 2 showing the connected fields where the current
capacity is above 1.5805MB within 16 and 36 seconds.
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represent the information necessary to answer the third
query.

Figure 6: KG results representing data during time 51
seconds.

4.3 Response and Explanation

Following the code execution, the results from TypeDB
were prompted to the LLM in combination with the cor-
responding question to create a response and explana-
tion. The results are shown in Table 4, 5, and 6 respec-
tively. The response to Question 1 in Table 4, initially
mentions what possible actions can be scheduled, and
it correctly explains that there are processed images in
memory that would be ready for downlinking. Further-
more, on the condition that there is enough memory
available onboard, the processing action may proceed.
On the other hand, idle is possible in the case process-
ing doesn’t occur and may remain in idle mode until
other actions are possible to be executed. The LLM ad-
ditionally talks about the requirement for downlinking
the processed images in memory, however, is not possi-
ble as there is no access to the ground station within the
requested times.

It can be noted that ’Image_taking’ was not stated,
meaning there is potential to improve the model since
no example explanations were prompted to the LLM.
Therefore, if examples were provided and test cases,
could improve the overall performance.

The explanation provided for question 2 in Table 5,
accurately stated what actions were scheduled, in this
case, ’Processing’. With the correct explanations, in-
cluding the memory calculations, memory availability,
and ground station accessibility to check for downlink-
ing potential, the LLM used the constraints from the
prompts provided and data to explain the satellite’s sce-
nario for the 3 different time intervals.

Table 6 represents the explanations in response to
question 3. These results provide a direct and succinct
explanation reiterating the time from the query to fur-
ther explain that the ground station isn’t accessible, with
an implication that it may not be compatible or isn’t
within range and therefore not possible to downlink to
the station. The LLM also stated the satellite may not
have an established communication link and thus the
processed data cannot be transmitted.
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Table 4: Response and explanation provided to the User from the LLM Question 1

Question output to user

1
What actions are possible
between time 41 and
56 and why?

During the time interval between 41 and 56, there are three possible
actions that can occur: processed, idle, and downlinking.
1. Processed: According to the given data, there are three processed
images in memory at different timestamps: 2020-12-03 00:00:41,
2020-12-03 00:00:51, and 2020-12-03 00:00:46. This means that the satellite
has processed images ready to be downlinked. As long as there is
enough available memory, the satellite can continue performing
the processing action during this time interval.
2. Idle: The idle action is considered when no other action is possible
based on the given constraints. In this case, if there are no processed
images in memory and there is spare memory available, the satellite
can remain in the idle state during this time interval until new actions
become possible.
3. Downlinking: From the given data, access to a ground station
is not available at any time between 41 and 56. Therefore, downlinking
action is not possible during this time interval. However, if there had been
access to a ground station and at least one processed image in memory,
the satellite could have performed the downlinking action.
Therefore, between time 41 and 56, the possible actions are processed
and idle, but downlinking is not possible due to the lack
of ground station access.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

The aim of the paper was to explore how KGs could
be useful in XAI for satellite scheduling, while detailing
how KGs store information, how that information can
be accessed by a natural language interface, and what
can be inferred based on the response. The component
parts of the satellite scheduling problem data were out-
lined using the principles of KG construction, followed
by the formulation of a few-shot learning prompting ap-
proach to the chosen LLM (GPT3.5) which primed the
model to reply with an algorithm that could be executed
for generating the KG. In the results, it was discovered
that the LLM was very capable of generating correct
responses that would produce KGs displaying relevant
and related explanations, based on prompting and the
LLM interpretation, although this did often take multi-
ple attempts to produce a fully accurate response leaves
room for improvements. It is also worth noting that
separate prompts for code generation and subsequent
explanations was required, which could potentially be
improved through future work. The overall outcome
has proved the capability of KGs to present both simple
and complex graphs for satellite scheduling, with the
ability to answer user queries effectively. The KGs pro-
duced are sufficiently flexible to show a small number
of fields as well as hundreds of connected fields, or even
single-field responses. This takes into account the com-

plexity of the query and allows users to expand or nar-
row queries quickly, for targeted insight that will enable
informed decisions in updating the schedule. Com-
bined with the explanations generated by the LLM, both
graphical and textual knowledge is made available to
users providing a thorough understanding of how and
why the satellite schedule was generated this particular
way.

5.1 Future work

This area of research would greatly benefit from fur-
ther investigation with a key area for exploration being
expanding the dataset, increasing the data complexity,
and/or introducing unstructured data to test how KGs
and LMs can bridge or overcome any gaps for users.
The use Argumentation Framework (AF)s should also
be explored as the KGs have the potential to present al-
ternative feasible options for schedule alterations based
on the results from the AF. Additionally, utilizing a NN
to facilitate the autonomous reading and interpretation
of KGs, could allow experimenting with automated rea-
soning and response in scheduling tasks. Finally, inves-
tigation into the capability of a multigraph comparative
analysis system to visualize decision changes in areas of
interest prior to execution to further enhance the infor-
mation available to users.
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Table 5: Response and explanation provided to the User from the LLM Question 2

Question output to user

2

What actions are
scheduled when current
capacity is above 1.5805 Mb
within times 16 seconds
and 36 seconds
and explain why?

Based on the information provided, the actions that are scheduled when the
current capacity is above 1.5805 MB within times 16 seconds and 36 seconds
are "processed" actions.
Calculating the difference in current_capacity between the timestamps
2020-12-03 00:00:16 and 2020-12-03 00:00:36, we find the increase in capacity:
1581546 - 1580546 = 1000 bytes
Since the maximum memory capacity is not exceeded at any point in time
(1920000 bytes), and the available memory increases by 1000 bytes
within this time interval, it indicates that there is enough available memory
to schedule a "processed" action.
Based on the timestamps and other data, we can
see the following details for the "processed" actions within the specified
time range: - Action 1: - Timestamp: 2020-12-03 00:00:16
- Available Processed Images in Memory: 2566.6
- Relevant Content for Image Processing:
- No Access to Ground Station (False) - Daylight Availability (True)
- Action 2: - Timestamp: 2020-12-03 00:00:31
- Available Processed Images in Memory: 2569.6
- Relevant Content for Image Processing:
- No Access to Ground Station (False) - Daylight Availability (True)
- Action 3: - Timestamp: 2020-12-03 00:00:36
- Available Processed Images in Memory: 2570.6
- Relevant Content for Image Processing:
- No Access to Ground Station (False) - Daylight Availability (True)

From the provided information, it appears that the "processed"
actions are scheduled at the available timestamps within the specified
time range because the necessary conditions for image processing
are satisfied: there is enough available memory, no access
to the ground station (indicating that downlinking is not
possible), and daylight availability.
It’s important to note that although the passage of time indicates a
gradual increase in available processed images in memory,
the specific constraints mentioned (sufficient memory, no access
to the ground station, and daylight availability) determine the
scheduling of "processed" actions.

Table 6: Response and explanation provided to the User from the LLM Question 3

Question output to user

3

During time 51,
is downlinking possible.
If not, I need an
explanation.

Based on the given data, downlinking is not possible during time 51.
The access data is set to False, indicating that there is no access to a
ground station. This means that the satellite cannot establish a
communication link to transmit the data. Without access to a ground
station, the processed data cannot be downlinked. It is also mentioned
that the ground station entity has an ID of 10, implying that the only
available ground station may be incompatible or out of range for
downlinking at this particular time interval. As a result,
downlinking cannot occur during time 51 moments.
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